Software Architecture Meeting – May 19th, 2016
Attendees
Ananthan, Beard, Geng, Jantz, Morgan, Mills (recorder), Triggs, Yu
Agenda
1) Announcements - All
2) 8.1 progress - All
3) 8.2 & beyond - Mills
4) Continuation of Kopp data project discussion - Jantz
5) Jobs & reports - Triggs
Announcements
Nothing was reported
8.1 progress
Final testing signoff for 8.1 will be 5/20/2016 at 10AM. Testers are advised to close out tickets marked “test” as soon as
possible.
Ananthan reported batch importing has not been fully tested; the tester for that feature has not been available.
Yu reported the ABBYY SOAP timeout has been increased and tested with a 1000 page document.
Mills reported he is working on the pyramidal TIFF generation job for legacy resources. Yu will add PTIF file policy to
WMS during installation since Ananthan is not available.
8.2 & beyond
A list of high and mid-level features was generated and provided to Agnew. Agnew will review and proceed with getting
approval for 8.2 items and Fedora 4 research and implementation planning.
Continuation of Kopp data project discussion
Jantz reported that the “software” portion of the Kopp data project will be ingested as a separate resource from the
data. There is no easy or direct way to break up the data though. The data is approximately 1.2TB with the smallest
portion being 250GB.
A test is underway of directory upload of 8,000 small 2KB files.
The research data team might consider storing the data external the repository and link to that data like the OOI project
has. A PDF explaining the project, the role of the software and data would be an included datastream.
Jobs & Reports
The RARCH to managed datastream job is part of the way through. Triggs has started looking at the migration from
ARCH datastreams that are TAR files to individual natively mime-type ARCH datastreams.

